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The essence of sustainable learning from grandpa 
Remains in my mind for ever like a fresh green straw 
It makes sense to recall the guidance received at young age 
And his passion for sharing stories like a sage on stage 
 

 Season of an extreme dry and hot summer 
An elaborate narrative of my grandfather 

                                             It excites me to great emotional heights 
                And it was the collection of age-old story thoughts 

 
They stretched in an elastic manner within the limit 
The flow of wisdom in the true teaching spirit 
Continuous as the wonderful green landscape in sight 
 What intellectual wealth the story had brought 
 
                                              I wandered lonely in sky as moon 
                                              And I gazed with that inward mood 
                                              I enjoyed the short moral capsule 
                                              With tears of thoughtful gratitude 
 
An unsung hero perish leaving behind his footprints 
That nourish my mind with beautiful moral thoughts 
The flashback in inner layers creates the mood 
From which the life revolves in the realms of good  
 
                                            Learning ecosystem sustained my enthusiasm 

                Pointers triggered my subconscious nervous system 
           Gradual decoding of the complete story sequence 

                      That made me hanging out to have a purpose to practice 
 

Let the creative juices flow that catalyse the mood uplift 
Through the message of immense love and comfort 
It was wonderful to recall the details of story in a way 
With a seasonal intensity that blows the brain fog away.                               
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